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The text is peculiar in seeming to take the form of a homily but addressing itself to an individual 'leofa man' rather than to a congregation, the 'leofan men' more usually found in Anglo-Saxon homilies. It is interesting too that while the main scribe of Junius 121 and Hatton 113+114 chose to copy most homilies together into the homiliary (Hatton 113+114), Junius 121 primarily contains regulatory material and texts for use in contexts associated with episcopal responsibilities such as the training of priests. 4 This raises questions about what this text was for, where it came from, and why Junius 121 -rather than Hatton 113+114 -was considered the appropriate volume in which to copy it. Many of the texts in these volumes were copied from an earlier collection of material gathered by Archbishop Wulfstan, and similar texts can be found in a number of other manuscripts associated with him, often referred to as the manuscripts of his 'commonplace book' (though the usefulness of this term has been questioned). 5 Since the text addressing 'leofa man' is unique, it is important to investigate whether it became available to the scribe as part of Archbishop Wulfstan's collection and, if not, where it came from and when it was composed. Although Junius 121 and Hatton 113+114 together contain much material from the early eleventh century and before, much of which is linked to Archbishop Wulfstan, the books themselves can be quite closely connected with the activities of St Wulfstan in the second half of the eleventh century. A considerable amount is known about St Wulfstan, both from the large quantity of written material surviving from his episcopate, and from a Latin Life written by William of Malmesbury (d.c.1143) which was based (apparently, reasonably closely) on an Old English Life composed by Coleman (d.1113), a Worcester monk who knew St Wulfstan personally and worked with him and for him. 6 The bulk of Junius 121 and Hatton 113+114 were copied by a single scribe, whose hand appears also in other Worcester books. 7 As already noted, Junius 121 contains a collection of regulatory, penitential, instructional and homiletic texts, 8 while Hatton 113+114 is a homiliary ordered according to the liturgical year. The homiliary was once one volume but seems to have been divided at an early stage, possibly as early as the thirteenth century. 9 The opening quires of Junius 121 and of Hatton 113 contain signatures which run in sequence from one to the other: Quires 2-14 of Junius 121 are lettered from 'a' through to 'n', while Quires 3-16 of Hatton 113 are lettered from p to z and then &, , þ, . In both manuscripts, the quires following the two halves of this sequence are unlettered. It is also noteworthy that in Junius 121, only the material in the lettered quires was given item numbers by the main scribe and included in his (contemporary) table of contents (see Tables 1 and 2 below for the quiring of Junius 121 and Hatton 113). 10 The implication of this is that the original plan for the compilation was reconceptualised at an early stage of production and that this new plan resulted in one volume containing primarily regulatory material (Junius 121) and one containing homilies (Hatton 113+114).
The close links between Junius 121 and Hatton 113+114 and the fact that they were evidently part of the same scribal project are important for a number of reasons, not least because computistical material and early additions in the two manuscripts, if taken together, allow them both to be dated reasonably closely. Hatton 113 contains computistical tables which begin at the year 1064, and the scribe who copied these added the years 1062 and 1063 immediately beforehand. 11 This may have been to incorporate the commemoration of the ordination of St Wulfstan: 'ORWE', probably signifying 'Ordinatio Wulfstani Episcopi' is marked alongside the 12 An early addition to Hatton 113, placed before the calendar (on fol. i recto), is a copy of a letter to St Wulfstan which summoned him to the council of Winchester in 1070. 13 The canons of this council, as well as those of the Council of Winchester in 1076, are among the early additions to Junius 121 (fols. 2v-3).
14 Taken together, this evidence suggests that the main part of Junius 121 was probably written in the early part of St Wulfstan's episcopate, perhaps in the 1060s.
The immediate manuscript context of the address is essential to understanding the purpose of the text, and especially the specific sequence of texts into which this address was incorporated (the contents are tabulated below: see Table 3 ). The usual identification of this text as a homily is at least partly because of the use of homiletic phrases at the beginning ('Leofa man') and end ('on ealra worulda woruld a butan ende amen'). 15 However, it is copied not as part of a collection of homilies, but instead as part of a carefully ordered penitential sequence. It occurs on fols. 63r-64r, following the first book of the Old English Introduction (fols. 61v-62v), a penitential text probably dating from the second half of the tenth century (and perhaps composed in Worcester), which explains what should happen in the process of confession. 16 Five different manuscripts contain versions of the Introduction, but each manuscript preserves a different selection and arrangement of material. 17 In Junius 121 alone, the rubric which heads the Introduction is 'her is scrift & andetnes aegðer ge gehadodra ge laewedra þaera þe þaes andgites habbað & ðaes ledenes deopnesse ne cunnon' ('here is penance and confession both for ordained and lay, for those who have understanding and for those who do not know the profundity of Latin'); and it is numbered XXVII next to the rubric and in the contemporary table of contents, where it is given the heading 'Be scrifte and andetnesse' ('about penance and confession').
Given the careful numbering of the items in the first quires of Junius 121 and in the associated table of contents, it is significant that the address to 'Leofa man' is neither rubricated nor numbered separately from the first part of the Introduction. This suggests that the address was intended to be viewed with, and used as, part of the section from the Introduction. There is, however, a visual break between the Introduction and the address, since the first book of the Introduction finishes at the bottom of fol. 62v (with half a line to spare), and the scribe began copying the homily at the top of fol. 63r, with the first line written in majuscule letters. It is possible that the half-line at the bottom of fol. 62v was intended to be filled with a rubric, but in 12 light of the scribe's practices elsewhere in the manuscripts it seems more likely that the texts were arranged in response to the physical space of the quire: in general, this scribe seems to have been a tidy-minded individual who paid close attention to the spacing and placement of his texts. 18 The effect is that the address to 'Leofa man' is visibly distinct in the manuscript even without a separate rubric or item number.
The manuscript context, combined with the singular form of address and the content of the text, points specifically to intended use in the confessional, rather than the other contexts (such as preaching or 'private reading') more usually envisaged for Old English homilies. 19 The first book of the Introduction opens by explaining what the penitent should do when he goes to his confessor and how he should confess his sins. The priest is then instructed to enquire about the penitent's Christian belief and to lead him through the creed in a form reminiscent of the baptismal ritual, asking:
'do you believe in God Almighty, and in the Son, and in the Holy Spirit? Do you believe that all men will arise from death on Judgement Day? Do you regret everything evil that you have done, and thought, and said? Will you forgive each of those who have ever sinned against you?'
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After this the Introduction continues with an exhortation to the penitent, presumably to be read aloud by the priest since it is phrased in the imperative: the penitent is instructed to fast through Lent, to avoid sin and to love the Lord, and to confess all his sins to the priest so as to avoid shame before the whole company of heaven, earth and hell on Judgement Day. 21 The other two manuscripts which contain this section of the Introduction provide more instructions to the priest at this point about discretion and how to appoint fasting and penance according to the individual circumstances of the penitent. 22 In contrast, in Junius 121's copy of the first section of the Introduction, the priest's exhortation is followed immediately by the address to 'Leofa man'. It is noteworthy too that three crosses have been marked in Junius 121 (possibly by the main scribe?) at the point in the Introduction where the priest's exhortation to the penitent begins, perhaps marking the place where the priestly user of the book might turn to the 'Leofa man' text as an alternative address to the penitent in the context of the confessional. The manuscript's next item is also important in considering the scribe's purposes and the decisions he made in selecting his material. Following the address to an individual penitent, the scribe copied a catechetical homily by Archbishop Wulfstan (Bethurum VIIa) which both 18 This scribe often started paragraphs at the top of a new page even where they could have begun at the end of the previous page: see e.g. explicates the Lord's Prayer and Creed and provides vernacular translations of the prayers, instructing that all Christians should know these in English if they cannot learn them in Latin. 23 Despite being a discrete text, itemised as XXXVIII and rubricated as 'Be ðaes halgan sunnandaeges gebede' ('about the holy Sunday prayer') in the table of contents and at the head of the homily, the copy of this text here also seems likely to have been intended for use in the confessional, either as an alternative text to be read to the penitent (or perhaps penitents, since it begins 'Leofan men'), or perhaps simply as additional instructional material. There are three main reasons for this assumption. Firstly, the homily itself is followed immediately in the manuscript by more material selected from penitential handbooks, suggesting that it should be understood as part of a coherent section rather than an incongruous insertion (see Table 3 ). Secondly, this homily is particularly appropriate in the context of confession since the priest was required to examine the Christian belief and faith of the penitent, and especially to ensure that he knew and understood the Creed. 24 Finally, and most importantly, there is evidence to suggest that at the point of compilation and/or copying the scribe made a deliberate decision to separate Wulfstan's catechetical homily from the other homilies in his exemplar in order to include it in this penitential section. This decision is reflected in a reference to 'the penitential' at the end of a homily copied by the same scribe in Hatton 113 at fols. 65r-66r, about Christian living (Napier 25) and rubricated simply 'To folce'. The homily closes with the statement 'Credimus in unum deum, patrem et filium et spiritum sanctum rqr. þis is awriten on ðaere penitentiale' ('we believe in one God, Father and Son and Holy Spirit and the rest; this is written in the penitential'). 25 This 'penitential' is usually interpreted as a reference either to Junius 121 as a volume, or more specifically to the section including Wulfstan's homily about the Lord's Prayer and Creed (Bethurum VIIa). 26 This supposition is strengthened by comparison with a mid-eleventh-century manuscript (perhaps from Winchester), which also contains a Wulfstanian collection of texts, now Cambridge, Corpus Christi College, 201.
27 CCCC 201 preserves the two homilies (Bethurum VIIa and Napier 25) together, and a great many of the texts in CCCC 201 are found also in the lettered quires of Junius 121 and Hatton 113; moreover, many of these texts are found in the same sequences. It seems overwhelmingly likely that similar collections of material were available to the main scribe of CCCC 201 on the one hand, and to the main scribe of Junius 121 and Hatton 113+114 on the other, though it is clear from the relationships between the texts contained in the manuscripts that they do not derive from a common exemplar.
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CCCC 201's treatment of the two homilies (Bethurum VIIa and Napier 25) suggests that they were contained in sequence in the scribe's exemplar, and so probably also in the material available to the scribe of Junius 121 and Hatton 113+114. In fact, the main scribe of CCCC 201 23 ran the two homilies together as one, presumably through an error of eyeskip by leaping from 'utan don swa us mycel þearf is, habban aefre fulne hiht on god aelmihtigne' in the last lines of the first homily (Bethurum VIIa, ll. 44-6), to 'utan don, swa us mycel þearf is, habban anraedne geleafan and fulne hiht' in the second (Napier 25, p. 124, ll. 10-11). 29 The assumption that the scribe of Junius 121 and Hatton 113+114 also received these homilies in this sequence, but then separated them across his two volumes, would explain why the scribe drew attention in Hatton 113 to the catechetical homily in Junius 121, where it was isolated from the majority of the homilies copied into Hatton 113+114 and given a new, penitential context. It is striking to note too that someone (perhaps the main scribe?) has drawn attention to Junius 121's item XXVII, the Introduction and address, by placing a cross in the left margin next to the opening of the text: this might possibly be intended to denote the beginning of the 'penitential' identified in Hatton 113.
The arrangement of texts in Junius 121 and Hatton 113+114 is evidently the result of careful, deliberate selection, and not haphazard copying without attention to material or detail: when this scribe took the material he inherited from an earlier generation of ecclesistical reformers, he shaped it to create the most appropriate and useful collections for his own age. His treatment of texts in general suggests that he felt himself to be something of an editor: minor verbal differences and flourishes are found the copies of texts in Junius 121 and Hatton 113+114 which suggest alteration as part of the process of copying. 30 The evidence of careful selection and arrangement of texts lends further support to the idea that the 'Leofa man' address was chosen for, and intended as part of, a body of material for use in the confessional, and not as a homily but as an address to a penitent. The texts which follow the Introduction, the address and the catechetical homily are likewise penitential and provide the priestly user with more information about the importance of discretion in judgement, how to receive the penitent and hear his confession, and a series of tariffs from penitential handbooks.
LITERARY AND THEOLOGICAL CONTENT
While the manuscript context shows what the address was for, and why it was included in the particular sequence in Junius 121, much of the information about the text's origin and composition must be derived from its content. There are signs that the address was composed for oral delivery, beginning with the unique opening 'Leofa man', a singular form of the more familiar 'Leofan men' with which many Old English homilies open. The intention of oral delivery is suggested too by other stylistic aspects of the text, such as the use of word-pairs, some of which are alliterative, rhythmic, or rhyming. 31 The hearer is encouraged to do what is his soul's need 'oððe on setle oððe on stealle· oððe on gange· oððe on aeriste· oððe on gesihðe· oððe on gehyrnysse oððe on suman weg'; and to ask that God 'getihte to rihte'. Some aspects of the way that the text is presented visually on the page hint at the relationship between the written word and spoken delivery, such as the paratactic narrative of Christ's suffering where a series of text for effective oral delivery; elsewhere, the punctuation in the manuscript likewise breaks the prose up into sense-units and there are accent marks over some of the stressed syllables, both of which were perhaps to aid reading aloud.
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The middle section of the text builds up by enumerating the insults and torments which Christ suffered, before the statement that the truth was spoken when Christ was named King of the Jews. This seems to be intended as the climax of the piece, before the careful explanation that Christ's death on the cross was voluntary for the salvation of humankind, and finally the closing exhortation to prayer and good deeds, and to avoid sin. There is a clear structure here: the penitent is encouraged to ask for forgiveness, and the following passage listing Christ's sufferings is evidently intended to elicit an emotional response to His Passion; the penitent then learns about the importance and purpose of Christ's sacrifice, and finally is once again encouraged to do good deeds and avoid wicked ones, in order to come closer to God. As a whole, however, the address is a somewhat fluid mixture of exhortation and instruction, and it is difficult to avoid the conclusion that it is a rather free composition, perhaps from memory and without reference to written sources. This is reinforced by an examination of the possible sources for the address. Much of the text has no obvious sources in either English or Latin, with the exception of the section which discusses the events of Christ's temptation and Passion and which is naturally derived in large part from the Gospels. Even here though the specific details included and the order in which the events are recounted does not match any one Gospel account, not least because Pilate has been written out of the retelling of Christ's Passion, so that all the blame is thrown upon the Jews: þaet ungetreowe folc· and ða unlaedan iudeas hine ascunian ongunnon· and his lare hyrwan· and him heora þegna þreat to gelaeddon. and hine gebundon· and hine to heora demum. and to heora ealdormannum gelaeddon· and hi hine syððan to deaðe forraeddon. and hine on rode ahengon. and gefaestnodon· and hi þaer his hand blod ut aleton· and hine mid readbasuwan hraegle gegeredon· and him ðyrnenne cynehelm worhton· and hi him þaertoeacan fela bysmaera gebudon and gespraecon· and heo hine mid bradre handa· under þaet wange slogan and heo him fullice on þaet neb raehton and him huxword spraecon and on bysmor cwaedon· þaet he iudea cyning waere. 33 In this section there are occasional phrases which bear similarities to late Anglo-Saxon homilies, but it is difficult to ascertain whether there is any genuine textual influence because such phrases are minimal and isolated, and because these homilies are usually based either on the accounts in the Gospels, or on texts which themselves drew on the Gospels. .. the faithless people and the wretched Jews began to detest him and to speak badly of his teaching, and led a band of their thegns to him; and they bound him and led him to their judges and to their ealdormen, and they condemned him afterwards to death and hung him and fastened him on a cross, and they let blood out of his hands there and they clothed him with a purple robe and fashioned a crown of thorns for him, and in addition they mocked and insulted him, and they struck him with the full breadth of a hand on the cheek and they hit him full in the face, and they spoke shameful things to him and mocked him, that he was king of the Jews ...' 34 See for example a homily on the Harrowing of Hell copied into the margins of Cambridge, Corpus Christi College 41 (pp. 295-301), a book given to Exeter by Bishop Leofric in the mid eleventh century. Christ speaks from the cross, saying: 'ic geþafode þaet me man mid bradum handum slogh on min nebb, and ful spatl man spau on min neb, In passing it is worth noting an unusual lexical choice which may relate to the rendering of Latin into English. When the author refers to Jesus being tempted by Satan to throw himself down from the top of the temple, he refers to this as the 'temples gehwing'. The word 'gehwing' is a unique attestation in the Old English Corpus, 35 but it seems to be the earliest form (and, though previously unnoticed, the first attestation) of ModE 'wing', probably derived from ON 'vaengr' (and which replaced OE 'feþer'/'feþra'). 36 The phrase 'temples gehwing' seems to be based on the Latin 'pinnaculum templi' in Matt. IV.5; interestingly, here and elsewhere there seems to be some assocation with the Latin 'penna' (or 'pinna') meaning 'feather', and a word for a high point or crag: in the glosses in the Blickling Psalter (New York, Pierpoint Morgan Library, M776) 'pinnas' (corrected to 'pennas') is rendered both as 'feþera' (Pss. LIV.7, XC.4) and 'scylf' (Ps. CIII.3). 37 In any case, it is clear from context that 'temples gehwing' is intended as an architectural term to designate the top of the temple; whether at this stage this was local dialect or a word simply unattested elsewhere is unclear, but it suggests a fairly free rendition of the Latin terms found in the Gospels.
It is also worth considering a homily found uniquely in Hatton 114 (at fols. 111r-114v) which was copied by the same scribe who copied the address in Junius 121. 38 The rubric ('Feria tertia de laetania maiore') identifies it as a Rogationtide homily, and the text focuses on Judgement Day and the signs of the end, perhaps echoing or drawing on Sermo 57 of Caesarius of Arles in its description of the wounded and suffering Christ. 39 The recent editors of this homily in Hatton 114 note that there are some verbal similarities between it and the address in Junius 121 (marked in bold below); the homily describes that:
hine man mid bradum handum on þaet neb sloh and him þyrnene helm for oðerne cynehelm on þaet heafod sette; and eall he þaet eadmodlice for ure þearfe geþrowode and micle maran and maenifealdre þing þonne ic nu on þisse hwile areccan maege oððe asecgan, þa þe he for mancynnes haelo and are on him sylfum araefnode and forbaer ... 40 and ecced and geallan ic birigde; and me man swang mid swipan, and þyrnenne helm man sette on min heafod ... ' 37 See E. Brock, 'The Blickling Glosses', in The Blickling Homilies, ed. R. Morris (London, 1876), pp. 251-63, at 255, 261). In contrast, the tenth-century Old English gloss by Aldred in the Lindisfarne Gospels (London, British Library, Cotton Nero D.iv) renders the 'pinnaculum templi' of Matt. IV.5 as 'hornsceaðe temples' (f. 32v), and the 'pinnam templi' in Luke IV.9 as 'hornpic temples' (f. 148v); the Old English Gospels offer 'temples heahnesse' at Matt IV.5 and 'temples hricg' at Luke IV.9 (The Old English Version of the Gospels, ed. R. M. Liuzza, EETS os 304, 314 (Oxford, 1994 (Oxford, -2000 , I.7, 106. 38 Homily 11, in Eleven Old English Rogationtide Homilies, ed. J. Bazire and J. E. Cross, Toronto Old English Series 7 (Toronto, 1982), pp. 140-3. 39 Bazire and Cross, pp. 136-137; Fadda, Nuove omelie anglosassoni della rinascenza benedettina, p. 122. 40 Homily 11, ll. 13-17 (ed. Bazire and Cross, 140): 'and he was struck with broad hands on the face and on his head was set a crown of thorns in place of another [kind of] crown; and he suffered all that humbly for our need, and These similarities are not overwhelming though, and it is difficult to draw strong conclusions about textual influence in either direction. This is perhaps because, as the most recent editors suggest, the Rogationtide homily was composed from memory as a simple sermon for an unlearned audience, and drew on phrases and ideas which were common and found in other vernacular homilies. 41 A similar process of composition seems to lie behind the address to the penitent in Junius 121, and it is therefore noteworthy that both of these texts are found uniquely in this collection and copied by the same scribe: it is just possible that they are the product of the same author.
For the introductory part of the address, closer parallels to other texts can be found: some phrases are reminiscent of late Anglo-Saxon penitential texts such as the Old English Introduction which immediately precedes the text. While the exhortation in the Introduction instructs the penitent, 'lufa þinne drihten mid eallum mode· and mid eallum maegene and mid eallum mihtum· and mid ealre inneweardre heortan' ('love your Lord with all your mind and with all your might and with all your power, and with all your innermost heart'); the address urges the 'leofa man', 'lufa þinne drihten mid inneweardum mode· and mid inneweardum maegene' ('love your Lord with your innermost heart and with your innermost might'). The statement that 'He is and always was and always will be King of all Kings' ('He is and a waes· and a bið ealra cyninga cyning') sounds vaguely liturgical, but there is no one obvious source from which it might have been drawn. In the absence of close textual parallels, and in view of the free style of composition, it is interesting to consider how the theological content itself might relate to the historical context of the manuscript in which the address is preserved.
The content, focus and tone of the address are different from most late Anglo-Saxon exhortatory writing found in tenth-and eleventh-century homilies. A considerable proportion of these focus on the Last Judgement and the need to be prepared for it, as well as the terror of the last days and of the Judgement itself. 42 In contrast, the address takes a much gentler and more personal approach, and although the context is penitential and the penitent is urged to reflect on his sins and ask for forgiveness, the Last Judgement is not mentioned at all. The focus on Christ's temptation, sufferings and Passion, and the love which motivated His redemptive sacrifice, as well as the idea of an individual response to these, is much closer to the mode of affective piety which developed particularly through the eleventh century and into the twelfth, and which was itself connected with broader developments in western European theology in this period. 43 A related concern in this context was contrition, which was understood to be necessary for penance and absolution to be effective in wiping away sin: unless the penitent was truly much greater and more various things than I now can recount or explain at this time, those which he suffered and bore upon himself for the salvation and honour of humankind ...'. 41 Bazire and Cross, 137-8. 42 contrite, there could be no remission of sin. 44 Contrition was ultimately understood to be so important that some medieval authors argued that confession itself, if accompanied by proper contrition, could result in the remission of sins. 45 The address to 'leofa man' does not go so far, but it does represent the early stages of the affective movement in theology and devotion which encouraged meditation on the Passion of Christ and His life, temptations and sufferings, as well as identification with and compassion for the human Christ, as a way of stirring the emotions and moving the soul closer to God. 46 One of the most noted exponents of this type of affective writing was Anselm, Archbishop of Canterbury from 1093 to 1109, and although it is clear that he did not invent this mode it is often difficult to find clear precedents or antecedents in a style of writing which evidently developed and found written expression quite gradually. 47 Recent work has underlined the earlier origins of the affective turn and emphasised that it is not entirely absent from pre-twelfthcentury literary culture; even so, the kind of affective writing which became especially popular in the late eleventh and twelfth centuries is found relatively infrequently in the early Middle Ages. Though there are exceptions, in the Insular world and western Europe alike, texts which discuss Christ's wounds or His Crucifixion tend to link Christ's death and the image of his presentation as the fearful judge on the Last Day, demanding good deeds and obedience in return for his suffering, rather than focusing on the personal and emotional response to those sufferings by the individual. 48 A good example is found in one of Archbishop Wulfstan's homilies which is for the most part a close paraphrase of Matthew 24.1-42, and which is found copied among other Wulfstanian homilies in Hatton 113. 49 Towards the close of the homily, Wulfstan states that:
'And on þam dome, þe ealle men to sculan, ure Drihten sylf eowað us sona his blodigan sidan and his þyrlan handa and ða sylfan rode þe he for ure neode on ahangen waes, and wile þonne anraedlice witan hu we him þaet geleanedan, and hu we urne cristendom gehealden habban'. 50 Wulfstan does encourage his audience to love God above all and to do his will eagerly, but it is clear nonetheless that the fear of being found wanting at the Last Judgement, and what humankind owes to God, is what drives the presentation of Christ's Passion here. Christ's sufferings serve to enhance His awefulness as judge because of what He bore for humanity, and this suffering Christ is not intended to invoke compassion and contrition as much as the terror of the last day. 51 In the same way, the eighth homily in the Vercelli book 52 opens with a discussion of the importance of avoiding shame on the Day of Judgement before turning to consider how the suffering Christ will appear on that day: Christ's address asks the reader or hearer to look on His wounds, but Christ warns that the one who turns from him will be sent to Hell on that Day. 53 In contrast, Junius 121's address to the penitent is much more concerned with compassion for Christ's suffering, and especially that 'on þisse halgan tide swyðe mycel adreah and araefnode· and geðrowode for mancynnes lufan and haelo. þaet he wolde us of ðam ecan witan alysan' ('in this holy time He bore and endured and suffered very much for the love of men and for their salvation, that He wanted to release us from eternal punishments'). Love, compassion and contrition, rather than fear and shame, are the essential focus here.
In other texts, even where love and mercy rather than fear and shame are emphasised, the personal introspection and the focus on the individual response may be lacking. Here the narrative of Christ's sufferings presented in the first Vercelli homily offers a good example. This homily is a closely literal account of the Passion (based on John 18-19) followed by a brief mention of the Harrowing of Hell and an exhortation to the listener to be true and upright, and so come to Heaven. 54 Another version of this homily is found in some later manuscripts: it seems to have been rewritten to modernize the language and to offer a more fluent and less literal translation, and it includes an introduction which discusses the Old Testament prefiguring of the Redemption, as well as a closing section which reminds the audience of Christ's mercy. 55 The beginning and end of this later version of the homily point the audience towards Christ's mercy and love, and use this to frame the account of his sufferings and his Passion, stating that He bought and redeemed us by pouring out his blood. However, both the close individual contemplation of Christ's sufferings and the suggestion of a personal emotional response which appear in late eleventh-or early twelfth-century examples of affective writing is lacking both in Vercelli I and in the revised version. 56 In Junius 121, by contrast, the individual is directed to consider Christ's passion and instructed to remember that Christ's sufferings were borne for us out of love, because He wanted to redeem humankind. While the address in Junius 121 does not show the extremes of emotion that would appear in texts such as Anselm's prayers to Christ, it is the focus on the individual and the personal and emotional response to Christ's loving redemptive sacrifice which is particularly important here.
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It is worth remembering that meditation on the suffering Christ was often linked with painted or sculpted images of Christ's Passion or Crucifixion, and considering the specific Worcester 51 For similar representations see also 59 St Wulfstan is said to have often shut himself away for prayer in a chapel of All Saints in the western porticus where there was a crucifix, though whether this was like the large crucifixion scene on the wall at St Mary's, Breamore (Hampshire), or a smaller portable crucifix or cross reliquary such as the Brussels Cross (though this is an exceptional example), is not clear; these surviving examples may, however, provide some indication of the the sorts of images that might have been visible to those attending church or making confession in Worcester. 60 It is also worth comparing a an earlier painted chapel described by Goscelin of St Bertin (c. 1040-1114), who arrived in England in the early 1060s and had joined the household of Bishop Hermann of Ramsbury and Sherborne. 61 In his Life of St Edith, written probably in the 1080s, Goscelin describes the chapel of St Denis constructed for St Edith (d. 984), noting that Benno of Trier painted the walls with images of the Lord's Passion as Edith had imagined them in her heart. 62 This seems to indicate that Edith conceptualised the images which Benno then painted, although it may also be intended to emphasize Edith's internal focus on Christ and his Passion; earlier in the Life, Goscelin described Edith as carrying the cross of Christ wherever she went. 63 It is not clear how much this owes to actual events in the mid tenth century, based on remembrances at Wilton, and how much to Goscelin's ideals in the eleventh. In any case, although meditation before images was of course not new in the eleventh century, again developments in theology began to change the purpose and focus of meditation towards compassion and contrition. This stands in some contrast, for example, to the much earlier description by Bede of the painted images on the walls of St Peter's, Monkwearmouth, which were apparently intended to encourage the viewers to consider the Last Judgement, and to inspire fear more than love.
had been at Wilton, where Goscelin may have been a chaplain; he certainly encountered and became close to Eva there. The work was composed probably in about 1082-1083, after Eva left Wilton (without telling Goscelin) to become an anchoress at Angers. 65 At one point Goscelin shows a concern with meditation on the sufferings of Christ which bears resemblance to the address to the penitent in Junius 121, although Goscelin's writing is tailored to the anchoress' life of prayer. Goscelin instructs Eva to devote every liturgical Hour to Christ's sufferings, by considering in turn the stages of His betrayal, Passion and death. 66 He also exhorts her to hold Good Friday in particular reverence, and to devote the time between sext and nones (the time of the Crucifixion) to the Lord hanging on the cross, with weeping and a contrite heart; he suggests devotional recitation of five psalms during this time, one for each of Christ's five wounds. The liturgical Hours had long been associated with specific moments in the Passion of Christ; in fact Junius 121 also preserves an Old English work explaining the biblical events remembered at each Hour, based on a ninth-century Latin text by Hrabanus Maurus, De ecclesiasticis officis. 67 But while such earlier texts often simply outline these associations, Goscelin and the address to the penitent in Junius 121 suggest more involved personal consideration of and response to these events, as well as meditation on them, as a way of focusing on the salvation which Christ's Passion bought.
It is particularly striking to see an early example of this kind of approach in Junius 121's address to the penitent, both because it seems to provide a relatively rare glimpse into the earlier stages of the tradition of affective piety which was developing in the late eleventh century; and because, unusually in the context of early affective writings, the address is in English rather than in Latin. 68 This suggests that this type of affective writing may have been more widespread and far-reaching than is often assumed, and in this context the rubric for the Old English Introduction and the address in Junius 121 is noteworthy. The rubric states that 'this is penance and confession for ordained and lay people', and in the light of the careful selection and ordering of texts here, and since the rubric is unique to the manuscript, it seems likely that the rubric too was produced specifically for the sequence of texts in this manuscript. If so, this may provide an unusual early insight into how this kind of affective mode might have reached laity too, even if it remains impossible to know how lay people might have responded to such an address.
It is interesting to find this address in a manuscript which contains a substantial body of texts associated with Archbishop Wulfstan, and which therefore to a great extent represents the re-use and adaptation of a collection inherited from an earlier generation. 69 As already noted, the address does not appear to be his work, and the fact that it is preserved uniquely in Junius 121 and shows signs of belonging to a tradition of theological writing which had developed away from the primarily eschatological focus which dominated much of Archbishop Wulfstan's output suggests instead that it was composed later in the eleventh century, closer to the time of the writing of the manuscript itself. 70 The context of the manuscript suggests that a greater influence may rather have been the circle of St Wulfstan, who can be reasonably closely connected with the production of Junius 121 and Hatton 113+114. 71 Since the writing of the manuscript can be dated relatively closely, it is evident that the address must have been composed by the 1060s at the latest, though it is not clear whether earlier or later in that decade. Here it is worth remembering the careful treatment of texts in Junius 121 and Hatton 113+114, and the fact that the scribe seems to have been deliberately adjusting and re-organising material as he created his books: it is possible, although not provable, that the address was composed specifically for inclusion in the penitential sequence in Junius 121. In the end, whatever the circumstances of the text's production, the creation of a penitential sequence which included this address raises significant questions about how exactly such texts might have been used in relation to the formal rituals of penance outlined in liturgical books, and how precisely they fitted into the practice of penance in late eleventh-century Worcester, when the book was produced and used.
PENITENTIAL CONTEXT
Information about the practices of penance in the central middle ages comes from a variety of sources representing different aspects of penance and how it was regulated, administered and performed. 72 Surviving liturgical ordines present an idealised picture of the formal rituals of penance; handbooks of penance (like the Introduction) often provide general information and include canonical statements about the penances required for specific sins, but may or may not include liturgical rituals; sometimes glimpses of confessional forms or rituals are also visible in private prayerbooks; and any of these kinds of texts may be found in books which might be characterised as liturgical, regulatory, penitential or miscellaneous. 73 It is also not always clear which books were intended for practical pastoral use and which were intended for reference or more general information, although recent work (especially by Rob Meens, Sarah Hamilton and Katy Cubitt) has gone a considerable way towards establishing how this might be assessed. 74 A relatively rich body of material relating to pastoral care survives from late Anglo-Saxon Worcester, and it is therefore possible to set the address to the penitent both in the general context of penance in later Anglo-Saxon England, and to consider it more specifically alongside other surviving material from contemporary Worcester. 75 It is worth noting too that Worcester played a particularly important role in the transmission of penitential materials in later AngloSaxon England: a significant number of the surviving manuscripts containing penitential texts were either written in Worcester, have a Worcester provenance, or show connections with other Worcester manuscripts or with Archbishop Wulfstan.
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In the absence of liturgical forms in this section of Junius 121, it is not immediately obvious whether the penitential sequence of texts which includes the 'Leofa man' address was intended specifically for public or for private penance, both of which were practised in late Anglo-Saxon England. At least in theory, serious (or 'public') sins were to be atoned for through the performance of public penance, a rite reserved to the bishop which required the ceremonial ejection of the penitent from church on Ash Wednesday, followed by formal reconciliation on Maundy Thursday. 77 In contrast, less serious (or 'private') sins required a more private penance which did not involve a public liturgical ritual, although private penance, like public penance, also seems to have been customary during Lent. 78 Despite being termed 'public' and 'private', both types of penance could be administered either to a group of penitents or to an individual: Sarah Hamilton suggests that 'communal' and 'personal' may be more helpful labels for understanding the purpose and character of these different forms and how they were viewed and understood. 79 Both types of penance also required the penitent to make confession of his sins before penance could be assigned (and presumably, at least theoretically, the type of penance required could only be determined once the penitent's sins had been confessed). 80 This means that in theory there is no reason why the address to 'Leofa man' and Wulfstan's homily on the Lord's Prayer and Creed might not have been used in the context of confession before either public or private penance, or both.
It is possible to get some sense of where and how the address to 'Leofa man' might have fitted into a confessional ritual by comparison with material found in contemporary books, even though the sequence in Junius 121 does not contain liturgical forms for confession. Confessional ordines differed from place to place and often continued to be copied long after they were initially composed, but broadly speaking the form of confession (as separate from the more elaborate liturgical rites for penance itself) tends to follow a roughly similar outline in the main points, even if the specific details of the prayers differs. 81 After the opening prayers, the confessor examines the penitent's belief and interrogates him about his willingness to confess his sins, forgive those of others, and receive penance. The penitent then makes his confession before the confessor assigns penance and offers prayers of forgiveness. The considerable volume of books produced in Worcester in the eleventh century, particularly during the episcopate of St Wulfstan, allows for a close comparison with confessional and penitential texts which were known to be copied in Worcester at roughly the same time as Junius 121.
82 These include those which look like reference books, such as Cambridge, Corpus Christi College, 265, a book produced in the second half of the eleventh century at Worcester during St Wulfstan's episcopate, which (like Junius 121) contains regulatory and liturgical texts associated with Archbishop Wulfstan; 83 as well as those which look more like practical handbooks, such as Oxford, Bodleian Library, Laud misc. 482, a small, slim volume from the mid eleventh century which contains confessional and penitential material followed by liturgical rites for the sick and the dying. 84 The only ordines in Laud misc. 482 are those of the rites for the sick and the dying, which is noteworthy given that it seems one of the most likely of the surviving Anglo-Saxon books to have been a practical manual. 85 Nonetheless, after the penitential handbooks copied in the first part of the manuscript, Laud misc. 482 does contain English instructions to the priest for hearing confession: these are unique, although clearly based on the handbook-material in the first part of the manuscript. 86 The priest is encouraged to ask the penitent about his misdeeds and to teach him what is right; he is also warned that no sin is too big or small to go unconfessed. 87 This material is analogous to the sequence of penitential texts in Junius 121, which give general instructions about the practice of confession and penance but no formal liturgical ritual. But in contrast to the penitential sequence in Junius 121, this confessional material in Laud misc. 482 is followed by instructions about the anointing of the sick which lead directly into the rite for the sick itself. 88 While the material in fols.1-45 of Laud misc. 482 could in theory have been used for confession outwith the context of the rites for the sick and dying, the book itself seems primarily to be directed towards these rites.
In contrast, CCCC 265, which looks more like a reference book, contains a copy of the Old English Handbook which opens (on p. 72) with a liturgical order for confession 'according to Jerome'. 89 This ordo is found also in a number of tenth-and eleventh-century manuscripts (though not always attributed to Jerome). 90 The ritual in CCCC 265 begins by outlining the purpose of confession, and states generally what should happen in the process, before giving the incipits of the opening prayers: 'Christe audi nos. Sancta Maria. Omnes sancti orate et reliquum'. The full form as found in other manuscripts includes a lengthy litany which calls upon a large number of angels and saints individually, asking 'ora/orate pro me peccatore ut merear uitam possidere aeternam' ('pray for me, a sinner, that I may be worthy to possess eternal life'). 91 The ordo then requires the penitent to confess his faith, and again CCCC 265 gives only an incipit for what looks like the Nicene Creed ('Credo in unum deum. et reliquum'), but which probably indicates an abbreviation of a credal statement like those found in other manuscripts which contain this ordo. 92 This credal statement stands in contrast to, but clearly fulfills the same role as, the interrogative form provided in Junius 121 in the outline in the Introduction. After the Creed, the ritual in CCCC 265 requires the penitent to confess his sins, and finally the priest says a prayer ('Praeveniat hunc famulum') asking for God's mercy and indulgence on the penitent so that his sins might be wiped out. 93 Junius 121's address to 'leofa man' exhorts the hearer to ask forgiveness of his sins, but there is no encouragement to confess them, suggesting that at the point at which this address might be used the penitent had perhaps already made his confession, following his profession of faith through the Creed. But whether the address was to be read before or after confession, it is clear that its place is in the context of the confessional since the hearer is encouraged to ask for forgiveness 'þonne þu arisan wylle' ('when you get up'). In theory this might simply mean the daily act of getting up and out of bed; but in the context of the confessional, where the penitent might kneel or lie prostrate before the priest, this may refer more specifically to the penitent's actions once he finishes confession and is appointed a penance. 94 Even without the Latin ordo for confession, Junius 121's Introduction and address together seem to offer a rare glimpse into a structured conversation surrounding the intimate ritual of confession. Presumably, a priest using Junius 121's instructions and address would subsequently say a prayer for forgiveness for the penitent (like the one which closes the ritual in CCCC 265), before appointing a penance. The text copied following the address and the catechetical homily in Junius 121 was clearly selected for precisely this need, since it is a part of the Old English Handbook which advises the priest on discretion and how to assign penance, as well as how to hear confession. More specifically, it is the part of the Handbook which in CCCC 265 immediately follows the liturgical ordo, 95 suggesting again that although no liturgical forms are given in this part of Junius 121 the texts were selected carefully by the scribe and and ordered for a particular purpose, and were intended to be used following the general outline of a confessional ritual.
Neither the sequence in Junius 121 nor the ordo in CCCC 265 gives any clear indication about when absolution was supposed to take place, even though receiving absolution and so remission from sins was of course the primary purpose of making a confession and performing penance. 96 Theological ideas about absolution developed gradually through the course of the eleventh century and into the twelfth, and these developments are important for understanding how confession, penance and absolution were believed to work together to wipe away a person's sin. 97 In the modern Roman Catholic rite of confession, absolution is pronounced immediately, after a penance has been assigned and before it has been completed. 98 Early medieval rites of penance generally required that penance be performed before absolution could be granted, although the way this worked depended according to the type of penance. 99 In the rite of public penance there was a fixed time for absolution, which was pronounced on Maundy Thursday when the penitent was formally received back into the Church. 100 In contrast, some of the surviving instructions for private penance suggest greater flexibility in when absolution might be pronounced. At least initially the ideal seems to have been that the penitent would be dismissed to complete his penance and only then should return to the priest to receive absolution, although there is some variation on when this was to happen, whether on Maundy Thursday with all other penitents or at some other time. 101 Two ordines for confession which offer a good example of this are found incorporated into the copy of Ecgberht's penitential in Oxford, Bodleian Library, Bodley 718, a manuscript of the late tenth century which has connections with Exeter and Dorchester-upon-Thames. 102 The second ordo in Bodley 718 is the full version of the ritual which opens the Handbook in CCCC 265. The first ordo in Bodley 718 is much shorter, and requires that the priest interrogate the penitent on his faith and on his sins before praying for the penitent's forgiveness, either using the prayer found also in CCCC 265's ordo ('Praeveniat hunc famulum') or one which asks God to spare those who confess to Him so that their sins may be absolved. 103 The ritual then gives instructions for how and when absolution should be pronounced, and here a distinction is drawn between a 'sensible person' ('homo intelligibilis'), who should complete his penance first and then return to be reconciled later, and a 'simple or stupid' person ('simplex uel brutus'), who should be reconciled immediately. 104 The possibility of immediate absolution in such a case raises questions about how this was understood to work, and may suggest that the absolution granted was understood to be conditional on the performance of penance (although one might question whether a 'simple' individual of the sort envisaged here would really understand that he had to complete his penance anyway). A statement found in some manuscripts of the eleventh-century Handbook (including CCCC 265) emphasizes the importance of examining whether penance has been completed before 'forgyfeness' was granted, a rather vague term which perhaps specifically means 'absolution' here, but this seems to be in the context of public penance since it follows a discussion of this custom. 105 Sections of the Handbook in Laud misc. 482 and CCCC 201 include information about how wealthy men may commute penance by offering masses, and note in this context that absolution may only be granted at the last mass offered, suggesting again the importance of completing the penance before absolution was pronounced. 106 An additional fleeting glimpse of confession in late eleventh-century Worcester may be found in a manuscript which seems to have been the personal prayerbook (or 'Portiforium') of St Wulfstan, and this is a useful comparison to the material in Junius 121, CCCC 265, and Laud misc. 482. This book, now Cambridge, Corpus Christi College 391, contains a range of liturgical material and at one point includes a prayer marked 'Confessio' which begins 'Ego uolo esse confessus deo omnipotenti et angelis eius et tibi homini dei de omnibus peccatis meis ...' ('I want to be confessed to God Almighty and to his angels and to you, a man of God, about all my sins ...'). 107 Unfortunately a lacuna of one leaf means that the end of this prayer is lost and it is not clear what followed it immediately, but the next leaf resumes in the middle of a prayer asking for forgiveness of the penitent, a prayer which is prescribed elsewhere to be said by the priest following a confession. 108 After this is copied a prayer ('Da nobis domine ut sicut publicani') which is included in liturgical rites for the reconciliation on Maundy Thursday, to be said over the prostrate penitent. 109 Here too there are no formal prayers of absolution, although it is theoretically possible that the prayers of forgiveness were intended to be used for absolution; the missing leaf evidently makes it impossible to determine precisely how the sequence was intended to work.
It is worth noting that the addition (perhaps by a different scribe) of first person pronouns to some of the prayers of forgiveness in CCCC 391 suggests that one usage of this confessional sequence was private devotion rather than private penance. However, the potential use of this sequence in the context of a private confession by a penitent to a priest is implied both by the fact that the opening confessional prayer is directed 'to you, a man of God', and by the fact that a confessional prayer is (or perhaps prayers were) followed by prayers which are usually prescribed to be said by the priest in response to confession. If the prayers were used in the context of private penance then it is interesting to consider how penance might have been assigned: presumably a priest (or bishop) relying on this book alone would have assigned a penance without reference to the tariffs contained in penitential handbooks. But for a bishop who travelled with his personal prayerbook, as St Wulfstan is said to have done, 110 the inclusion of a confessional ritual in the book might have been considered particularly useful for hearing confessions when away from the cathedral, in which case the consultation of penitential handbooks would presumably have been highly impractical in any case.
The evidence presented here shows that several different ways in which confession and penance might be heard and assigned were recorded in writing in eleventh-century Worcester, and that the address to the penitent in Junius 121 must be understood in this context. The range of different ways in which penitential instructions and rituals were preserved and organised in late Anglo-Saxon Worcester suggests firstly that confession and penance were seen as a matter of some importance, and secondly that there was considerable flexibility in the way in which confessions might be heard and private penance assigned. In this context it is noteworthy that William of Malmesbury describes that St Wulfstan was known for his concern with penance, and especially for the kindness and compassion with which he received penitents, although of course it is difficult to be certain how much this description owes to the hagiographical genre in which William was writing. 111 In passing William mentions the reconciliation of penitents on Maundy Thursday, the events of which were evidently described in some detail by Coleman (since William complains that all bishops performed these rites, and there was therefore no need to include this kind of information to be included in a hagiography, as Coleman had). 112 The formality of public penance and its incorporation into more elaborate liturgical celebrations at least suggests that in this context the performance of these rites would have followed the ordines and have been fairly consistent.
However, William also includes some information supporting the idea that confession and private penance occupied a more flexible conceptual space which encompassed a greater range of potential situations and responses. An anecdotal story in the Life of Wulfstan shows how informally a confession might be made (indeed, the confession itself is not actually the story's main focus). William relates that a wealthy woman in Worcester became attracted to St Wulfstan and approached him to suggest a liaison: seeing her coming up to him, 'Wulfstan thought she wanted to confess her sins, and he stopped and drew aside with her'. 113 William's main point in recounting this incident is that Wulfstan rejected her advances like 'a second Joseph' (first verbally, and then with a hearty slap), but in the course of the tale he reveals that a priest or bishop might hear someone's confession quite spontaneously, simply by drawing aside in church to find some privacy. Looking at all the evidence taken together, it seems that confession and private penance might be structured in a range of ways, from a tightly ordered liturgical ritual to an informal, private conversation with a priest or bishop. In the same way, the penitential tariffs for specific sins exist alongside general guidelines that the priest must use his discretion and assign penance according to the circumstances of the penitent, suggesting more flexibility than is evident at first glance. In turn, this flexibility may explain why the written evidence for private penance is so variable in form and the information about absolution so unclear, if in fact the authors and copiers of written texts assumed that they were guidlines rather than absolute decrees. A confessor in late eleventh-century Worcester would hardly be short of books to turn to if he needed guidance on his duties; but, it would seem, in some circumstances books were not considered essential. Perhaps, then, the address to the penitent in Junius 121 was intended as an example, or model, for priests or for those learning to be priests as the kind of response to the penitent after confession, so that the text could be memorised, or copied up into a priest's personal handbook or booklet, or read and remembered for adaptation, or as the basis for a spontaneous address to the penitent when the need arose.
CONCLUSION
The short text around which this discussion has centred allows a glimpse into the ways in which people thought about and performed the rituals of penance in the second half of the eleventh century in Worcester. Going beyond the brevity and simplicity of the text and placing it in a broader context, it is possible to discern the signs of developing ideas in theology as well as some of the concerns which informed the production of texts and books for pastoral care. This text in its manuscript context also highlights that although a conversation in the confessional might be structured, it was not rigid; and that the users of this text, at least, wanted to make sure that the penitent understood Christian belief and teachings. In a sense, this is not surprising: anyone who has attended a modern church service (or confession) will know that it does not always conform exactly to a printed schedule, and even in a context of printed orders of service and widespread literacy. The confessional was a place where flexibility was particularly important because for the confession to be made and penance assigned properly required more than a priest simply following a liturgical ordo to the letter. Confession required a personal and individual response from both the priest and the penitent, who had to respond to questions about his faith, perhaps to be taught what he did not know, or to be encouraged to confess every last sin. Above all, it was clearly considered essential that both priest and penitent understood each other so that the process of confession was a dialogue.
It seems likely that the impetus which led someone to write this text into Junius 121 in late eleventh-century Worcester (and perhaps to compose it for this purpose) was the same as the impetus which led to the inclusion of Old English prayers for confession and forgiveness in a number of late Anglo-Saxon penitential manuscripts, often alongside Latin penitential texts or ordines. 114 In this context too should be understood the Old English prayer of absolution added to the ritual in the 'Egbert Pontifical' (c. 1000) for the reconciliation of penitents: this is particularly interesting because it is written on one side of a small scrap of parchment and bound (now as fol. 163) in the middle of a ritual for penance alongside Latin prayers for forgiveness and absolution. 115 Many of these are texts are unique survivals, and in a number of cases it is clear that they have been added into what were originally blank spaces rather than being an integral part of a planned volume, such as the Old English prayer added to the beginning of the Latin penitential in Cambridge, Corpus Christi College, 320, written possibly at St Augustine's, Canterbury, by three tenth-century hands. 116 In other cases, as in Junius 121, these texts were incorporated into the main sequence of items in the manuscript, such as the Old English texts for confession and absolution in London, British Library, Cotton Tiberius A.iii, a Canterbury manuscript from the first half of the eleventh century which seems to have been carefully planned for the needs of an archbishop.
117 Junius 121's address to the penitent was likewise part of a carefully planned sequence in a large-scale production of volumes for pastoral care, created probably in the decade of the Conquest for an English audience at least partly out of a collection of material inherited from an earlier generation. However, the range and number of these vernacular penitential and confessional texts shows a concern to fill a perceived need for English material in the context of the confessional, and one which seems to have been met with the ad hoc composition of texts in different religious centres.
Just how closely the address to the penitent can be associated with St Wulfstan's own concerns is unclear, but the early additions to Junius 121 and Hatton 113+114 do indicate that these manuscripts are closely connected with him, and with his episcopal duties. As well as the copy of the letter inviting him to the Council of Winchester in 1070, Hatton 113 contains the obits of his parents, and of one of his brothers, as early additions to the calendar, perhaps indicating that these manuscripts were of use to him personally. 118 In his Life, St Wulfstan was noted as a preacher, and William notes that he took care to collect material which would allow him to 'put Christ before his hearers'. 119 There is also evidence that Coleman, the author of the Old English Life 'translated' by William, helped Wulfstan with his preaching; Coleman probably used Hatton 113+114 to find texts and inspiration for this task, since his hand is found making annotations in these books.
120 Junius 121 shows a more particular focus on episcopal duties and especially pastoral care, both in the form of texts designed for use in pastoral contexts, and in a collection of texts which look like they were intended for training priests. The size and especially the thickness of all of these books, as well as their comparative lack of wear, suggests that they may have been intended as reference volumes, but it is worth bearing in mind that they may not have been bound immediately, and so in the time of St Wulfstan and Coleman selections might have been more easily pulled out for use than now appears in their bound state. 121 Moreover, as noted above, while the address to the penitent might have been read from a book, it might equally have been memorised, or used as a model for new compositions, or as a basis for a more spontaneous address to a penitent. Reconstructing the private conversations of a late eleventh-century confessional may (and perhaps should!) be impossible, but the production of the address to the penitent and its placing in the careful sequence of texts in Junius 121 is nonetheless deeply revealing. The address to the penitent in its manuscript context shows both the care with which materials for confession and penance were provided in late eleventh century Worcester, and the vibrancy of a devotional tradition in its infancy.
APPENDIX: ADDRESS TO THE PENITENT
Since it seems likely that the text here was composed only shortly before the manuscript was produced, and perhaps specifically for its particular place in the manuscript, editorial intervention here is minimal. To this end, the capitalisation and punctuation of the manuscript have been retained, though abbreviations have been expanded. My translation aims for fluency of expression rather than a literal rendition of the text.
[f. 63r] Leofa man ðe is mycel þearf· þaet ðu þas drihtenlican tide georne geþence· þonne þu arisan wylle. bide þinne drihten eadmodlice forgifennesse ealra þara synna þe þu wið godes willan geworht haebbe· þara þe þu gemunan maege· and eac þara þe ðu gemunan ne maege· and lufa þinne drihten mid inneweardum mode· and mid inneweardum maegene· and bide hine georne þaet ðu mote on þisse halgan tide hwaethwyge gewyrcan þaes þe his milda willa sy. and ðinre sawle þearf sy· oððe on setle oððe on stealle· oððe on gange· oððe on aeriste· oððe on gesihðe· oððe on gehyrnysse· oððe on suman wege· þaet god aelmihtig þin mod geteo and getihte to rihte and to ðinre sawle ðearfe· and ðenc þaet god aelmihtig on þisse halgan tide swyðe mycel adreah and araefnode· and geðrowode for mancynnes lufan and haelo. þaet he wolde us of ðam ecan witan alysan· and he sylf ða gesette þas feowertig daga and nihta togaedere· and he sylf hi gesette butan aeghwylcan eorðlican bigleofan [f.63v] and he waes geset ofer þaes temples gehwing 122 and he waes gecostnod þurh þone ealdan feond mancynnes gewinnan. and he þaer ðone deofol oferswiðde· and geðreatode· þaet ungetreowe folc· and ða unlaedan iudeas hine ascunian ongunnon· and his lare hyrwan· and him heora þegna 123 þreat to gelaeddon. and hine gebundon· and hine to heora demum. and to heora ealdormannum gelaeddon· and hi hine syððan to deaðe forraeddon· and hine on rode ahengon· and gefaestnodon· and hi þaer his hand blod ut aleton· and hine mid readbasuwan hraegle gegeredon· and him ðyrnenne cynehelm worhtan. and hi him þaertoeacan fela bysmaera gebudon and gespraecon and heo hine mid bradre handa· under þaet wange slogan and heo him fullice on þaet neb raehton and him huxword spraecon and on bysmor cwaedon· þaet he iudea cyning waere: soð hi þaes saedon· þeah hi his na wendon· He is and a waes· and a bið ealra cyninga cyning· and he mihte eaðe him gebeorgan [64r] aet ðam deaþe· gyf he swa wolde ac he wolde þaet we claene þurh hine wurdon· and he wolde þa· and gyt wile þaet we onfon rihtne geleafan forðon þe he us 124 of deofles haeftnydnysse alysde· Dear man, there is a great need for you that you consider this Lenten time carefully: when you get up, ask your Lord for forgiveness for all the sins which you have committed against God's will, those which you remember and also those which you do not remember. And love your Lord with your innermost heart 125 and with your innermost might, and ask him eagerly that in this holy time you might do something which is His gentle will, and your soul's need, whether seated or standing, whether going or getting up, whether in sight or in hearing or in some [other] way, so that God Almighty may guide your mind and encourage you to do what is right and for your soul's need. And consider that God Almighty in this holy time bore and endured and suffered very much for the love of men and for their salvation, that He wanted to release us from eternal punishments, and He himself established these forty days and nights together, and He himself held them without any earthly nourishment, and He was placed over the temple's roof and He was tested by the old fiend, the enemy of mankind, and He overcame and restrained the devil there; and [remember] that the faithless people and the wretched Jews began to detest Him and to speak badly of His teaching, and led a band of their thegns to Him; and they bound Him and led Him to their judges and to their ealdormen, and they condemned Him afterwards to death and hung and fastened Him on a cross, and they let blood out of His hands there and they clothed Him with a purple robe and fashioned a crown of thorns for Him, and in addition they mocked and insulted Him, and they struck Him with the full breadth of their hands on the cheek and they hit Him full in the face, and they spoke shameful things to Him and mocked Him, that He was king of the Jews: they spoke the truth, although they did not believe it. He is and always was and always will be king of all kings, and He could easily have defended himself from death, if he so wanted; but He wanted that we should become clean through Him, and He wanted then and still does that we accept correct belief, because He released us from the devil's captivity.
And þonne is ðe leofa man mycel nydþearf þaet ðu on aelcne timan wið deofles lare waer sy· and þaet þu þas drihtenlican tide georne geþence mid þinre cyricsocne. and mid þinum gebedum· and mid þinum faestene· and mid þinre aelmessylene· and mid þinum paternostrae oft and gelome· and beorhðe georne wið ealle unnytlice þing· and wið ealle idelnessa· and geearna ðe to gode aelmihtigum· þaet ðu to him cuman mote· and mid him wununge habban: and mid eallum his halgum on ealra worulda woruld a butan ende· amen· And so, dear man, there is a very great need for you that at every time you are wary against the devil's cunning, and that you think about this time of Lent carefully, with your church-going and with your prayers, and with your fasting and with your almsgiving, and with your paternoster often and frequently, and defend yourself strenuously against all improfitable things and against all frivolity, so that you might earn for yourself from God Almighty that you might come to Him, and dwell with Him and with all His saints, forever world without end, Amen.
innermost heart (thinking of the phrase 'in your heart of hearts') because it seems better in modern English than 'innermost mind'. Table 1 . The quire structure of Junius 121 Table 2 . The quire structure of Hatton 113 Table 3 . Outline of the contents of Junius 121. The penitential section of the manuscript is outlined in the black rectangle; the first part of the Old English Introduction and the text beginning 'Leofa man' are printed in bold. The shading corresponds to the scribal hands, as in Tables 1 and 2. 
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